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Professor: prof.drjr. M. Steinbuch
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Abstract

GP4SI [4] is a tool for system identification using Genetic Programming. It
generates Simulink-models that aim at describing the input-output data of a
system. The quality of these models is evaluated by a so-called fitness-function.
In this study this fitness-function and the settings of GP4SI are respectively
redesigned and optimized. This results in a better understanding of the working
and possibilities of GP4SI, guidelines for the settings and a frequency-domain
based fitness-function. Several 2nd-, 4th- and higher order example plant-models
are successfully identified.

1 Introduction

Genetic programming (GP) [1] is used to de
sign programs that develop on their own with
as purpose to improve; the best and most
suitable ones will survive, while the others
don't get the chance to reproduce nor to get
offspring. The advantage of such a program
is that during the optimization and develop
ment of the program no input from an oper
ator outside the program is needed.

Bruijnen [3] has examined the possibil
ities of using GP in designing model-based
controllers by means of the system's input
output data. The first step in his thesis was
system identification using GP to obtain a
good model as a basis for controller-design.
For this purpose he wrote the program Ge
netic Programming for System Identification
(GP4SI) [4]. One of the crucial parts of
this program is the so-called fitness-function,
which evaluates the models and assigns a
fitness-value to each of them. This fitness
value is based on the error between the out-

put data of the system at hand, called the
plant, and the model generated by GP4SI,
called the GP-model: the smaller the differ
ences, the smaller this fitness-value. So a low
fitness-value corresponds to a high quality of
the GP-model and assigns a high "mark" to
this model. Furthermore GP4SI has a lot of
settings and variables to be set that are of
great importance to the speed and the accu
racy by which a good GP-model is found.

The objective of this internship is bipar
tite: firstly it consists of the study of the
influences of the settings and variables of
GP4SI on the speed and accuracy by which
a good GP-model is found. Secondly it con
sists of redesigning the fitness-function. In
[3], the fitness-function was formulated in the
time-domain, which turned out to be a prob
lem. Therefore, in this work a frequency
domain based approach is followed. Vali
dation of the final settings and the result
ing frequency-domain based fitness-function
is done by simulations using both Simulink
models and experimentally obtained data
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from a real-life system in the dynamics and
control laboratory.

After a further introduction to GP and
GP4SI, some changes that have been made
to GP4S1 during this study are discussed.
This is followed by the optimization of the
settings and the optimization of the fitness
function, which has been done by means
of simulations that are listed in Appendix
A and B respectively. These optimiza
tions have resulted in guidelines for the set
tings and a final fitness-function that have
been tested by the mentioned simulations.
The results of these simulations and the
(dis)advantages of GP4SI along with a short
users manual and some recommendations for
further study complete this paper.

2 Genetic Programming and
GP4SI

2.1 Genetic programming

Genetic Programming [1] is part of the so
called Machine Learning (ML) which is re
ferred to as the automatic evolution of a pop
ulation of computer programs in such a way
that they become more suitable for a given
objective. This is done by feeding the pro
gram with some input data and comparing
the output with the desired behaviour. Koza
[2] introduced GP in 1992 and a lot of re
search on this topic has been done ever since.
In his masters thesis Bruijnen [3] examined
the possibilities to design a tool for auto
mated controller design using GP by means
of the input-output data of a given system
[3, 2002-2003]. His thesis was bipartite and
consisted firstly of system identification al
though the main result was the actual con
troller design. Information about the work
ing of Genetic Programs can be found in
Banzhaf [1], Bruijnen [3, sect.2] and the sec
tions 3.3 and 3.4 of this study.

2.2 GP4SI

As a result of the first part of his thesis, Brui
jnen wrote the tool Genetic Programming for
System Identification (GP4SI) [4]: a tool for
automated system identification using GP.
It is written in MVC++ 6.0 using the EO
library [12] and further connection is set up
with Matlab / Simulink using the so-called
Matlab engine: Simulink-models are created,
which represent the given plant. The simu
lations are performed with Matlab and the
user has to determine what is good and bad
by implementing a fitness-function in an m
file (fitness.m 1) resulting in the fitness /
performance of the Simulink-models.

After loading the settings of gpo ini,
GP4SI creates a population of Simulink
models, GP-models, called individuals that
are generated randomly and which form to
gether a generation. In these models user
defined Simulink-built-in functions, the so
called nodes, are used. For every model the
fitness is evaluated using fitness.m which
results in a 'mark' of goodness, the fitness
value, in representing the given input-output
data of a plant. If one of the termination cri
teria (minimum fitness, maximum number of
generations or user-intervention) is satisfied,
GP4SI stops. Else it creates a new genera
tion by selecting individuals probabilistically
according to their fitness-value and apply
ing genetic operations on them. These ge
netic operations consist of shifting, replace
ment and removal of individual nodes and
branches with nodes and the optimization
of the parameters within the nodes. Again,
the fitness of the individuals in the new gen
eration is evaluated and the iteration-loop
has started. Only the input-output data
is needed, which is the major advantage of
GP4SI. No other information about the char
acteristics of the plant has to be available, so
GP4SI acts like a black-box. A more detailed
explanation of this can be found in Bruijnen

1 A list of supporting files for GP4S1 is included in
the users manual (appendix C).
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[3] and Banzhaf [1].

IStart

IInitialize population

I~En-dC-----S
Figure 2.1: schematic representation ofthe work
ing of GP4S1

The way the individuals develop during a
GP-run using GP4SI is of a stochastic nature
because GP is a stochastic search technique.
Its purpose is to find a solution in the com
plete search space without any impediment
of boundary conditions or the like, so it is
possible a good solution isn't found after the
first run. Therefore GP produces different
solutions every run and it is a matter of time
and resources for GP4SI to come up with a
good solution.

The ultimate result of Bruijnen [3] is a
tool, Genetic Programming for Controller
Design (GP4CD) for the automated design
of controllers. These are model-based con
trollers so the first step of system identi
fication with GP4SI, which is included in
GP4CD, is necessary. During this study, re
commendations and settings for GP4SI are
developed that are recapitulated in the con-

clusions and the brief users manual in ap
pendix C. More extensive and general de
tails can be found in the users manual for
GP4CD of Bruijnen [3, app. D].

3 Settings of G P 4SI

3.1 Classes of settings

The working of GP4SI is based on a great
deal of settings and variables defined in
gp . ini and f i tness .m . A lot of them are
standard settings but the others have to be
reviewed every simulation. Those defined in
fitness.m will be discussed in the next sec
tion. The settings of gp . ini can be divided
into 5 classes:

1. GP-settings: the basic GP-settings;

2. Genetic operations: settings that
indicate the chances that certain ge
netic operations are used by GP;

3. Nodes and node-settings: selection
of the available blocks to build a model
and settings for these blocks;

4. Matlab/Shnulink settings: settings
related to MatlabjSimulink;

5. GA-opthnization: settings for the
Genetic Algorithm that performs a
global optimization on the parameters
of the GP-models.

In earlier versions of GP4SI also a Nelder
Mead Simplex optimization was included
that worked simultaneously with the GA
optimization. However it had very lit
tle (positive) influence on the outcome and
therefore it has been deleted from GP4SI in
an early stage already. The 4th class contain
merely standard settings, but the 1st, 2nd and
3rd classes involve particularly the settings
and variables with substantial influence on
the working of GP4SI. The 5th class con
tains the settings for the GA-optimization,
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an important part of GP4SI, but these are al
ready optimized for this particular problem
and therefore will not be evaluated in this
study. To examine the influence of the other
settings, simulations are done while varjing
per class one or more settings or variables
(see app. A and B). In the next subsections
the results of these simulations will be dis-
cussed, resulting in an interpretation of the
influences of the settings of the 1st, 2nd and
3rd class respectively.

3.2 Basic GP-settings

The settings involved in this group influ
ence the basic way of working of the GP
algorithm. First of all in every iteration-step
a new generation has to be created: indi
viduals (the parents) are selected to produce
offspring. Two often used selection methods
are selecting parents probabilistic in propor
tion to their fitness and selecting the best
individual out of a few randomly selected in
dividuals from the population, which is re
peated until enough parents are selected. In
this study only the latter one called Tourna
mentselection is used with 4 individuals that
produce offspring each generation, which are
chosen out of 2 randomly selected parents.
The influences of varying these settings or
the use of another selection method is a point
for further study.

The TerminationFitness is only used
with the 2nd-order models (see app. A and B
and the MaxGenerations is held large enough
to prevent early stops of simulations, which
wasn't an issue in this study. The number
of Individuals is varied according to the SliC

ces or otherwise of a simulation: if no better
model is found at a certain point, one of the
possible problems may be the lack of diver
sity among the present generation. This may
be solved by using a larger percentage of mu
tation or by a greater amount of individuals
in the generations. This amount is varied
between 300 and 800 during the simulations
and mentioned with the simulations of table
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B.5 as it was varied a lot when trying to iden
tify a system of higher order. Generally an
amount of about 300 did work appropriately.

The MaxTreeDepth indicates the maxi
mum number of successive blocks that may
be used in a Simulink-model; the larger the
MaxTreeDepth, the more complicated the
Simulink-models will be generally speaking.
So when identifying relatively simple sys
tems, fewer blocks have to be used than when
identifying more complicated systems. More
complicated models take longer to simulate,
so the smaller the MaxTreeDepth, the faster
the System Identification goes. In this stlid~y

a MaxTreeDepth varying from 4 to 8 is used,
dependent on the order of the system.

3.3 Genetic operations

After it has generated a population of mod
els, GP4SI selects a few individuals from this
population, the parents, and performs some
genetic operations on them. These individ
uals are chosen probabilistic in proportion
to their fitness. The used genetic operations
are:

- Crossover, which makes a randomly se
lected branch of each of 2 selected par
ents exchange. Most of the time it has
a negative effect on the fitness of a par
ent, but it is needed to make huge steps
in the search space. It is the most used
genetic operation in practice and a us
age of about 70% is common;

- Branch mutation, which creates a new
random branch at a randomly selected
node of a tree and therefore assures a
high diversity of the population. It is
the second most used genetic operation
and a usage of about 30% is common;

- Point mutation, which works pretty
much the same as branchmutation: it
places a randomly selected block at a
randomly selected node of a tree;
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Figure 3.2: Fitness development of simulations
with 20% (the grey lines) respectively 80% and
100% (the black lines) GA-optinrization.

resulting models will be good in either way
off course. When looking at figure 3.2 for
example, one can see that the development

3.4 Nodes and node-settings

By 'nodes' we mean the building blocks that
can be used by GP4SI to create Simulink-
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of the fitness in simulations with low per
centages of usage behaves something like a
1/x curve and with high percentages of usage
more like a 1 - eX curve. In this case a rel
atively simple plant is used so relatively few
parameters are needed. But with more com
plex systems more parameters are involved
and therefore the parameter-value optimiza
tion becomes more important and a higher
percentage of usage may be useful. In this
study in most cases a percentage of 20% is
used.

the other hand takes longer to find a rea
sonably good model that may give a notion
of the final model. So to what extent the
GA-optimization is used, influences the de
velopment of the simulations and is balanc
ing between the speed of finding and the ac
curacy of temporary models. If enough time
is taken to complete the optimization, the

- GA-optimization, which optimizes the
model parameters using a genetic algo
rithm;

- Branch addition, which was added dur
ing this study but is of little impor
tance for system identification (see also
section 4).

More information about genetic operations
can be found in Banzhaf [1].

The settings of these genetic operations
represent the chances that the operations
are used by GP4SI; the percentages of
usage. These percentages of the various
genetic operations to be executed are in
dependent and therefore it is possible that
more operations are applied at one tree.
The mentioned settings of 70% crossover
and 30% mutation are very common, in
literature only one different way to apply
the settings at a comparable example used
by Koza [2] was found. Koza used 95%
crossover and 5% for both mutations. The
results of the simulations with these settings
were very poor (see simulations 5/1-3 of
table A.l) and a logical explanation is that
there is too little variation, caused by the
low mutation chances. In most cases in this
study 75% crossover 15% per mutation and
5% branch addition were used and in some
cases the mentioned percentages were taken
slightly higher to gain more variation.

Little was known about the influences of
setting the GA-optimization and therefore it
has been varied between 0.0 and 1.0 (times
100% gives the percentage of usage) with in
tenrals of 0.2. At each step various simu
lations have been performed (see table A.2).
From the results the conclusion can be drawn
that a model of reasonable quality is found
relatively quick when using a small percent
age of usage, but that a large percentage of
usage results in fitness-values that converge
more quickly to their optimal values. With
'optimal values' the minimal fitness of tem
porary GP-models is meant. The latter, on
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models. Every block stands for a built-in
operation of Simulink except for the divider
block. Because a division by zero may oc
cur, the Simulink built-in divider-function
is replaced by a so-called protected division
[4]: an S-function that doesn't return an er
ror in case of a division by zero and there
fore prevents simulations to stop early. The
available blocks are: add, subtract, multi
ply, divide, integrate, differentiate, TF 1st
order, TF 2nd-order, gain, constant, input
and time-delay. The blocks that are to be
used by GP4SI can be set in gp. ini. As
expected, simulations vlith less blocks to be
used by GP4SI pass off quicker: there are
less possible combinations and therefore the
solution-space is smaller. The results of sim
ulations made clear that:

- If a (relatively) simple estimate of the
system with only a numerator and de
nominator is needed that can easily be
used for further calculations in Matlab,
only the TF 1st -order, TF 2nd -order, a
gain and an input node are to be used.

- The result of an identification is a
Simulink-model. If this Simulink
model simply can be used as it results,
no restrictions to the blocks to be used,
have to be made. If every block is used
on the other hand, the resulting GP
model mostly is a pretty complicated
model.

- The differentiator-block isn't to be
used anymore because the TF 1st-order
can perform the same operation and
has the advantage of having no numer
ical problems.

An advantage of GP4SI is that one can add
every built-in Simulink-function to the list
of blocks GP4SI may use. At this moment
one can choose out of 12 relatively basic
functions.

The node-settings involve the maximum
initial values, MaxlnitValue, and the max-
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imum initial stepsizes, determined by the
InitStepSizeFactor, of the parameters and
their optimization-algorithm. Both variables
are optimized during the simulation. At first,
only the parameter-values Viere optimized,
but when using plants of different order it
can be seen that the parameters vary a lot.
Therefore a 11,1axlnitValue too small or too
large for the used system with a small max
imum initial stepsize made it impossible for
GP4SI to reach the desired parameter-values
(compare simulations 14 and 15 and see sim
ulations 17/6+7 of table B.4). As men-
tioned before the G.LA.L-optimization vias im-
proved and extended and now it optimizes
the stepsizes of every parameter as well as
the parameter-value itself. Bruijnen [3, app.
C] found a value of 0.1 for the InitStepSize
Factor to work appropriately. The Maxlnit
value has to be set equal to the Nyquistfre
quency (half the sampling frequency) of the
signal to allow GP4SI to place poles and ze
ros in the signal's whole frequency-range: the
Maxlnitvalue should be chosen about how
big the maximum poles and zeros may be
and has to be set in radians per second or
hertz depending on the input and output
data. See for further explanation and details
subsection 6.1 and Bruijnen [3, app. C] as
well as the readme-file of GP4SI [4].

4 Changes to GP4SI

While working with GP4SI the results of
simulations showed that some changes and
additional possibilities in the program were
necessary. In this section the main changes
and additions that were made to GP4SI
during this study and significantly influ
enced the obtained results are summarized.
These explain some of the differences that
sometimes seem to be peculiar in the results
listed in appendices A and B. Besides,
because of this optimization of GP4SI,
most of the time-based conclusions have
to be interpreted with some caution. The
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successive improvements in GP4SI can be
found in the readme-file of GP4SI [4].

Additional termination criterion
An additional termination criterion was
added to make a simulation stop at a certain
fitness low enough to be sure the found
GP-model is sufficiently good. Now the
termination criterions are: manual stop,
minimal fitness and maximum number of
used generations. For every plant or GP
model, the minimal fitness is different, so
before setting this to a specific value, some
test-simulations have to be done. Therefore
its main usage lies in performing simulations
with varying settings, performed on the
same plant, to investigate the influences of
these variations.

Time-delay
GP4SI is used to design a Simulink-model
based on in- and output data obtained
from an experimental set-up. Depending
on the way of measurement, time-delay is a
phenomenon that is very likely to be present
to some extent. Therefore a time-delay
node / block is added that can be used by
GP4SL To get a linear result with a simple
numerator and denominator for further use
in Matlab, this node can easily be skipped.

TFI and TF2
The numerator of TF1 and TF2 can have
at the most the order of the denominator.
What order the numerator has, is chosen
randomly at the time of creation of such a
block.

Branch addition
Branch addition creates a new random
branch and combines it with the old branch
using a block with two inputs, like add or
subtract; if no such blocks are selected to be
used by GP4SI, the percentage of use can be
set to zero. Bruijnen [3] developed this oper
ation because it appeared to be very useful
for controller design. The percentage of use

is set to only 5% because the models become
very complicated if a lot branches are added.

Improvement GA-optimization
At first only the parameter-values were
optimized by the GA-optimization. The
improved algorithm optimizes the stepsizes
used in this optimization as well (see sub
sections 3.4 and 6.1 and Bruijnen [3, app.
C] as well as the readme-file of GP4SI [4]).
This is done per parameter of the nodes
used in the GP-models.

Over-all
The GP-models can be forced to be stable,
by allowing only poles in the left half of the S
plane. This can be useful when further simu
lations have to be performed with the result
ing GP-model. Likewise, the zeros can be
forced to be in the left half plane. This is use
ful when a controller has to be designed for
the resulting model, because positive zeros
can cause unstable closed-loop behaviour. In
this study the emphasis lies on system iden
tification and therefore this option is set to
false so that non-minimum phase systems
can also be identified.

5 The fitness-function

GP4SI is a tool that automatically tries
to find a system's dynamics by examining
input-output data. Models are created as
Simulink-models and simulations are per
formed with Matlab (see section 2). Now
only the fitness / quality of a GP-model has
to be determined. This is done by an m
file (fitness.ill), which compares the out
put data of a GP-model with the output
data of the system and assigns to each model
a fitness-value: the better the model, the
smaller the fitness. The algorithm that per
forms this evaluation is called the fitness
function. In fact the fitness-function com
putes a measure for the error between the
GP-model and the given data. The output
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5.1.2 Results

One of the reasons the time-domain based
fitness-function didn't work appropriately,
is that it doesn't try to determine the
characteristics of the system but just looks
at the responses on some inputs (which have
to be sufficiently exciting). So models that

The resulting models were validated by com
paring the responses of the plant and the
models on input-signals that differed from
the signals used during the identification.

Figure 5.4 shows that GP4S1 and the
time-domain based fitness-function perform
well with this specific 2nd-order plant. It
can be seen that the resulting GP-model is a
good representation of the plant for the given
inputs, but if other inputs are used the er
ror becomes larger very quickly. Of course
GP4S1 did find models capable of dealing
with these inputs as well, but it can be seen
easily that in this specific case the fitness
function will never be able to make a better
GP-model: all the available information, the
input-output data, is used as good as possi
ble and the model does have the 'same' re
sponses to the given inputs as the plant has.
Obviously the input isn't sufficiently excit
ing and a more noise-like input-signal has to
be used. The fitness-function has to evaluate
the characteristics of the GP-models, which
can only be found when a sufficiently exciting
input-signal is used. The best way to show
the characteristics of a system or model is
by looking at their frequency response and
therefore a frequency-domain based fitness
function is designed. But first a 4th-Order
plant was used to test the time-domain based
fitness-function once more. The simulations
showed that when using 4th-Order plants, the
fitness-function isn't capable of fitting a good
model: the best results were 2nd-order ap
proaches.

based5.2 Frequency-domain
fitness-function

Figure 5.3: The 2nd-order model, which is
used as plant.

5.1 Time-domain based fitness
function

f = Jmean((Ym(k, i) - y;,(k, i))2)*w(i)(5.1)

in which w(i) is the weighting factor which
indicates the importance given to the out
put data based on a specific input i like the
before mentioned threshold, sine, etc. and
mean(x) computes the mean of the data in
a vector x.

The major part of the simulations used to
examine the influence of the settings was per
formed with this time-domain based fitness
function. As a plant a 2nd-order Simulink
model (see fig. 5.3) was used so it was easy
to perform simulations with various input
signals (see app. A).

The original fitness-function was designed by
Bruijnen [3]. It evaluated the GP-models
by calculating the difference between output
data of the plant y;,(k, i) and those of the
GP-model Ym(k, i). The data were based on
several inputs like a step-threshold and sev
eral sine-functions with different amplitude
and frequency. The fitness-function was de
fined as:

5.1.1 The fitness-function

data of the GP-model is deriveo. by simulat
ing this model with the same input data as
the original system, the plant to be identi
fied.
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pHt Utl<' ami pha.-;<· al'('ll't of the salJle ordN
so I h('}' {'<Ill't IX' rOlllpar('d ('fIlially. Th('l'('

for(' s<'v<'ral ways 10 cakll!al<' t 11(' fil tt('ss at'!,
t('st('d.

silit of Ill!' ('ompari.'i<lIl of 2 v('I"IOI'S of
(,ollJplf'x InllUI)('I~ is OIl{' posiliv(' l"('al
Illllt IlwL

TIl(' F'HF'-data of a lllod('1 or s'y~I<'1ll call
1)(' found by ('akulat ing I he powPI' s!x'd ra
of Ih(' iuput alld output data. This nUl

be dOllt' automatically by t-.li.lliab with 111('
built-in tool 'f". The llsed iupul lIa.-; 10 COII
taiu (,Ilough fr('(ju('IH'y infonnalioll In pro

dun' data with good coh<'rf'Il('<' am! ('[<,ar fl"("
qll('llCy r('spOIlS('S, Therefore a white uoi~'

like signal wilh lll('(ln 0 ilull v,lI"iabl(' illllpli
1mit' is 1lS<'<! as input-siglin!. This signal is
g('nerat('(l ('wry fit 11l'S...;-d('Il.'l"lninal iOI1 agilill
Ml that if th(' first g('lJ('ral('(! inpul-siglln! is
relatively bad, this dO<>:>I1'I <lff('!:'1 til<' ("Olll
pkt (' idpn! ilil'at ion,

II

I. Th(, litm's.'i-vahw ha.s 1o bc a llJf'aSllr('

that indi('al('s 10 what cxlent two ('0111

pkx v<'{'Iors ar(' Ih(' Sillll(':

clilf('r n lot froul the fcal systelll but with
l"l'lat i\'('!y low fit Il<'SS ba:-;('d 011 SOIll(' give'll.

nllli t!lpn{ol"l' lilllill'(l. inpllt data nUl 1)1'
fOllnd. Th('r('fon' H lit 1l('ss-fUllcl iOll ,hal uses
,11(' fn'(IIIPIICY [('SpOIlS<' fUIKI iOIl (FR F -da! a)

of til!' SYSlf'lll ami GP-llIodC'l, which illdlldt~

all Ih(' eharad('rislics of a ~y:-.klll. i:-. d(\...
\'I·IOpt'(l. Ft('qUC'llC,v l'OlllpOI1('nts wit II low
alllplit lIdl' will b(' visihl(' ill t h(' frt'(luelley
domaill as oppo.";('d to IIU' tilll('-domaill,
Til(' disadwmlage Oil !he otllPl' haud is
tlmt Iloll-lillcar :-.y:-.tellls will b<' flpproach('d
by lim'a!" llIodds (IlOIl-liIWa!" lX'haviolll" is
proj('(·tt'l'l OlliO lillear bdlflviol1r). wlli!e'
t h(' ! i IIlC'-dolllain baS('I'j Ii I lI('ss-flllwi iOIl fa II

d('al wil h bol h lim'iH' alit! 1l01l-lill('ar SYSI('lllS.

The following" :1 dt'll1auds for 111(' fit ncss
fllild iOll ar(' S<'!:

J-=- :1 "::- ~~l.~~-.LJW~
,l--.~~,~
.",.""."

':O;CJ ::
.... ..,-0'

..' ~'-;----,c-',. . . . .-

D "0: .. \'! I ,, II •.
.... .... I I' ,." ... ,

~'L+---,~,. , , , .-

:1. The fitllcss-va!u(' per fn'<.!ll<·llcy h~ 10
bf' a [xlsit ive I"('al llIlWIX'1' to asslm' Ihat
I h('se valtlcs ean Ix' SllllllJlf'd wit hOlii
ealll·('lIat ion of 1('rms illJd t hat Ihl' n'-

2. TIl(' amplitll<h\... ,IS \\'('11 as t hI.' pha.'i<\...
Pl'mrs havc to 1)(' takf'll into accoullI;



SECT. 5: THE FITNESS-FUNCTION

5.2.1 Comparison of complex num
bers

When looking at the pairs of complex num
bers per frequency, a logical choice is to con
sider the vectors resulting from the differ
ences between the numbers in these pairs.
These vectors are also complex numbers and

,
~.. :

~'~'[ G. ..•••.. .R
i 2

i ··.·0.
i __ ~_~_

Real

Figure 5.5: left: Two complex numbers and
the resulting difference vector R in the complex
plane. The length of R, LR, is a real number and
a measure for the difference between the vectors
C1 and C2 • right: Maximum contribution to R
resulting from the phase-difference between C1

and C2 is Rp, which equals 2 times the length of
C1, 2L1•

the length of them is dependent on the dif
ference in length and angle between the two
given vectors: the amplitude and phase er
rors respectively. Furthermore the length of
this vector is a positive, real number and
therefore it may be a good measure to com
pare the two complex numbers. The result
of some calculation is the cosine rule:

with £1 and £2 the lengths of 0 1 and O2 re
spectively and ¢1 and (/12 the corresponding
angles of these vectors. But the result is not
as good as it looks: the length of R is not
limited by the amplitude-error and increases
linearly with respect to the factor f~ as long
as this factor is greater than 1, but the con
tribution of the phase-error to the length of
R is at most twice the length of the small
est vector, see figure 5.5 (the right picture):
the phase-error is at most 1800 in which case

12

the contribution to R equals 2£1. If £1 is
significantly smaller than £2, the amplitude
error will have much greater influence on the
fitness-value than the phase-error, although
the phase-error is maximal. This problem is
enlarged by the fact that a dear distinction
between the contribution of the amplitude-
error respectively the phase-error to the to-
tal length of R can't be made. This is shown
in equation 5.2 in which the last expression
of the right argument can't be divided into a
contribution of the phase-error respectively
the amplitude-error. Therefore these can't
be scaled in such a "vay that they're of the
same order. Nevertheless some simulations
were done to test a fitness-function on this
basis. The results of these simulations with
relatively simple plants proved the fitness
function to work appropriate without scal
ing (see table B.4, simulations 17/1-4), but
it didn't work with more complex models.
So to compensate the scaling problem a way
to make a clear distinction between the am
plitude and phase-error by scaling these er
rors with some sort of nonlinear boundary
function was thought of. It should have the
possibility to compensate for the fact that a
clear distinction between the errors can't be
made and to scale the errors independently.
However, in an early stage already it became
clear that the introduction of such a function
caused a lot of extra computation and that
the phase and amplitude couldn't be com
pared the same over the whole range.

5.2.2 Amplitude and phase scaling

An other way is to calculate the phase and
amplitude of the plant and a GP-model and
compare the results. More calculation than
comparing 2 columns of complex numbers
is involved, but simulations show that this
isn't the main part of time-consumption in
fitness.m . Again the main problem is to
scale the amplitude or phase-error in such a
way that these are of the same order.
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tance to the phase- or amplitude-error can
be given by setting s.

Those zero-values aren't taken into account
in the calculation of the resulting overall fit
ness of the GP-model. This is done by the
built-in Matlab tool find, which filters a vec
tor or matrix so that the zeros are excluded:

with F the original fitness-function and C
the coherence weighting as defined in equa
tion 5.6. So only if the coherence of the cor
responding data is larger than the reference
value d, the error between the input-output
data of the real system and the GP-model is
weighted by this coherence: a high coherence

5.2.3 Coherence weighting

To prevent GP4SI from seeing noise(peaks)
as system characteristics and therefore pre
vent GP4SI from trying to model this, a
weighting with the coherence of the plant
data, Cp , is added to the fitness-function F.
These data can either be experimental data
or data obtained by simulating a Simulink
model. This weighting is bipartite: firstly
the fitness-values of good measurement data
are given more importance than the fitness
values of bad measurement data. And sec
ondly only the samples with a sufficiently
high coherence are taken into account so
that really bad input-output behaviour isn't
taken into account and only the best parts of
the frequency responses are fitted, the other
parts are interpolated. This minimal coher
ence can be set by adjusting a reference value
d, which obviously can be skipped by setting
it to zero. Every sample of the input-output
data of a GP-model is given a fitness-value
depending on the resemblance with the cor
responding input-output data of the real sys
tem. If the coherence of this corresponding
data is smaller than the reference value d,
the fitness-value of the sample becomes 0:

(5.8)

stepsize-for

length(.LP )

L jind(F)
i=l

f

The complete file fitness.m can be
found on the CD-rom [8]. In subsection C.2
the various ways to use this file and the in
volved settings are discussed.

means a high confidence in this error and a
low coherence means a low confidence. In the
calculation of the resulting overall fitness of
the GP-model, the fitness-values of all sam-

5.3 Final fitness....function

pIes are summarized, averaged or some other
calculation the like is done.

The resulting fitness-function with the
scaled amplitude- and phase-error and the
coherence-weighting is:

F ((HpdB - HmdB)2 + lEI * s) * C

with HPdB and HmdB the amplitudes of
the plant and the GP-model respectively
in decibel, E as in formula 5.5 and C as
defined in formula 5.6. The scaling factor
s is taken kand can be optimized at free will.

6 Results

6.1 The need
optimization

GP4SI and most of the used fitness-functions
appeared to have no problems with the 2nd
order Simulink-model (figure 5.3), used as
reference system / plant. The next step in
the simulation-cycle was the identification of
a 4th-order model but GP4SI had a lot of dif
ficulties finding a good GP-model for it. The
input-output data of an experimental set-up
from the dynamics and control laboratory, a
comparable Simulink-model and some other
Simulink-models were used as plants. GP4SI
appeared to have much difficulties with the
(anti)resonances of the system what often re
sulted in a 2nd-order estimation of the 4th
order system.

(5.6)

(5.7)

C = (Cp > d) * Cp

j = jind(F * C)
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Next, data of an experimental set-up,

(anti)resonances into account to a descent

3

x10"

2.51.5
fitness evaluations

n5

0.5

-0.1270095+127.278

52+1" 146995+25.7316

n2

0.1820555+243.224

52+0,,8293645+61.6891

10'
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6.2 Plants of 4th- and higher order

Figure 6.7: Resulting Simulink-model of simula
tion 19/3 of table B.5.

The final fitness-function as defined in sec
tion 5.3 was tested with several plants. First
a 4th-Order Simulink-model was used as a
plant (simulations 19/frq15 of table B.5).
The results were good as can be seen in figure
6.8.

with a band-pass filter in which only the er
rors in this frequency-band were included in
the resulting fitness-value. But the results
showed that GP4S1 wasn't able to take the

The resulting Simulink-model is shown in fig
ure 6.7 and the fitness-development during
the simulation in figure 6.9.

degree and moreover, the part of the re
sponse that wasn't included in the frequency
band VJ"3S even vlorse.

Figure 6.9: Fitness-development of simulation
19/3 of table B.5.

mizing the parameter-values, had to be in-

UntH it was clear this lack of optimization
was the problem, several ideas had passed
by. One of them was the use of a band-pass
filter, which made the fitness-function take
into account only the frequency-range where
the (anti)resonances appear or give the er
ror in this window much more importance.
The major disadvantage is that before start
ing a simulation the data had to be plot
ted and some upper and lower frequency
bands had to be chosen. This meant that
the black-box idea was gone and that GP4S1
was going to look like some existing methods
for system identification like frfit [6]. Nev
ertheless some simulations were performed

creased a lot for some parameters of the
model. Otherwise it would take too long for
GP4S1 to reach the needed parameter-values
or they wouldn't be reached at all.

As mentioned in paragraph 3.3 and
section 4 this problem was resolved by
upgrading the GA-optimization in a way
it also optimizes the stepsizes during the
simulation. Now there is a stepsize for
each parameter of an individual and the
maximum initial stepsize used in the GA
optimization is determined by the current
value of that parameter multiplied by the
InitStepSizeFactor defined in gp. ini . The
algorithm adjusts to different orders of
magnitude between parameters and can also
optimize that.

By that time the GA-optimization
didn't involve the before mentioned stepsize
optimization (see section 3.3). Therefore the
stepsizes and starting values of the param
eters were set at the set-up of a simulation
and were the same for every parameter. The
needed parameter-values for the 4th-Order
models were of a much higher order than
those for the 2nd-order models and because
of this the used MaxlnitValue and Maxlnit
StepSize (defined in gp.ini [4]), which de
fine the maximum start-values and stepsizes
for the GA-optimization to use when opti-
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which it can and does find solutions one may
not have thought of. The simulations de
scribed in this paper however, took a lot of
time. These simulation-times vary a lot be
cause GP4S1 makes use of a lot of nonde-
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of the system is desired. In the latter
case, just a few blocks have to be used,
while in the first case the complexity
of the model isn't an issue and every
block may be used.

terministic choices during the identification,
which can't be predicted. But there are some
guidelines that have to be taken into account
when working with GP4SI, because the sim
ulation time is mostly affected by:

- the number of samples used in a sim
ulation: the more points used, the
longer the simulation will take. There
fore a filter parameter for experimental
data is being used, see section C.2;

to what extent GA-optimization is
used (see also 3.3) because this is the
part of a fitness-evaluation that takes
longest.;

- the number of different nodes used: the
less nodes used, the shorter the simula
tion takes. This as a result of a smaller
solution space, see section 3.4.

the maximum treedepth that is chosen:
the smaller MaxTreeDepth, the simpler
the Simulink-models will be and the
faster the simulation of these models
will go.

Basically every setting influences the simula
tion time, but the above mentioned ones are
the most dominating.

7 Conclusions and recom
mendations

- The generally used percentages for the
genetic operations as mentioned in sub
section 3.3 perform well and may be
taken slightly higher or lower when
identifying more respectively less com
plicated systems.

- To gain more variation in the models
and prevent GP4SI from coming to a
deadlock because no models with a bet
ter fitness are found anymore, the Max
TreeDepth and the number of Individ
uals may be enlarged.

The settings that are generally used in this
study are included in gp. ini [8].

Conclusions involving the redesign of the
fitness-function:

- The time-based fitness-function per
forms well when relatively simple sys
tems are involved. For more diffi
cult systems a frequency-based fitness
function performs better.

- The fitness-function as defined in
subsection 5.3 works for higher or
der systems. But because of the
frequency-based fitness-evaluation,
non-linearities will be approached by
linearities and can't be identified with
this fitness-function.

- As discussed in subsection 3.4 depend
ing on the desired result: whether a
Simulink-model or a transfer-function
for further use in Matlab-calculations

Conclusions

Conclusions involving
optimization:

the settings-

- If a frequency-domain based fitness
function is used, a noise-signal is a log
ical choice to use as input. Because
it is a noise-signal, during a simula
tion it can be regenerated every identi
fication of an individual again. So the
original input-signal is only used in the
computation of the coherence for the
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coherence-weighting. This coherence
weighting is very useful, so the origi
nal input data, of course as well as the
output data, are necessary for a good
identification.

Overall conclusions:

- Good settings and a well-chosen
fitness-function aren't guarantees for
GP4SI to work. It is a stochastic pro
cess and in some cases a good sys
tem identification is made and in other
cases not (compare simulations 4/1,2
with 4/3 of table A.I: the same set
tings and fitness-function, but in the
latter case the final fitness isn't reached
although it is in the other 2 cases). If
a simulation has ran long enough, the
major part of the population may have
converged to a local minimum and a
lack of diversity among the individuals
may cause a deadlock. A larger popu
lation of individuals may help, but the
examination-time of 1 generation will
increase significantly.

- If so-called 2-inputs/1-output blocks
like a sum or divider are used, the
GP-models can become relatively com
plicated. The maximum number of
blocks in a branch is limited by the
MaxTreeDepth, but it is important that
GP4SI finds a relatively good model in
an early stage because the GP-models
will become increasingly complicated
during the identification and simulat
ing these models, which is needed for
the fitness-evaluation, will take more
and more time. So if a good system
identification still hasn't been made af
ter a day or so, you may think of start
ing a new one.

Recommendations

Some recommendations for further research
and study are:

- More simulations with the final fitness
function of subsection 5.3 using exper
imental set-ups of 4th or higher order
and greater complexity have to be per-
formed to test and optirnize it.

- Because non-linearities can't be identi
fied in the frequency-domain, the time
domain based fitness-function may be
redesigned or better optimized than
the tests of section 5.1.

- As mentioned in subsection 3.2, the in
fluences of the use of not only tour
namentselection and other settings for
the SelectionAmount have to be exam
ined.

- To enlarge the black-box idea of
GP4SI, the tool may be extended with
an user-interruptible automatic deter
mination of the bandwidth of the sys
tem to be identified. By means of that
the MaxlnitValue, which is the upper
boundary for the initial parameterval
ues, can be updated automatically and
is always suitable for the used system.

- An other phase- and amplitude
scaling, which is automatically set for
every plant may be a better solution to
the scaling-problem.

- Search for other parameter-
optimization methods (see Bruij
nen [3]); the used GA-optimization
consumes most of the simulation-time.
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A Settings optimization

In the following tables the results of the simulations performed for the optimization of the
settings are listed. The simulations are performed using a 2nd-order Simulink-model as plant
(see section 5). ~Jot all simulations are included because of the unfitness of some of them
and besides during the optimization of the fitness-function also some variation in settings is
tested but these simulations are included in the tables of appendix B. Each column contains
a specific simulation-parameter. These are respectively:

1. every simulation is numbered. Besides, the category refers to the appropriate folder
on the CD-rom where more information about every simulation can be found and the
results of the simulations can be regenerated. In most categories various simulations
are performed as to obtain a reliable result;

2. the total number oj generations used by GP4S1 for a simulation;

3. the end fitness is the final fitness after a simulation;

4. t-time stands for the total time the simulation took;

5. to compare the simulations a minimal fitness-value for the 2nd-order model used in
these simulations has been determined. The variables in this column show the number
of evaluations GP4SI used before it reached this minimal fitness-value;

6. total number oj fitness-evaluations GP4SI performed in this simulation;

7. the mean number oj evaluations per hour, calculated by means of the total simulation
time (column 4) and the total number of fitness-evaluations (column 6);

8. w-time stands for the time it took GP4SI to find a GP-model with a fitness-value low
enough to be sure to be a good model. This variable is estimated by means of the
number of used evaluations it took GP4SI to find this GP-model (column 5) and the
evaluations per hour (column 7) in this simulation;

9. the used version of GP4SI is mentioned (see the CD-Rom [8]) and besides some remarks
involving the appropriate simulation are noted.

In the tables A.I and A.2 simulations performed with a time-based fitness-function are listed.
In table B.3 the simulations performed with a frequency-based fitness-function are listed.
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cat. gen. end-fUn. t-time fitn< 0,23 fitn.evaI. evaI.jh w-time remarks
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177
417

25956
39737

45185
43655

1822
1797

GP.I,SI1.1
35,6h converges very slowly

14,2h
22,lh

1 851 - 1,29h - 5313 4119 -h only TF2 and gain: one
input-node is obliged

2 147 0,233 6,10h 10207 10207 1672 6,lh
3 408 0,218 16,85h 8641 29848 1771 4,9h
.I, 606 0,217 23,51h 18177 40901 1740 10,4h

3 nodes 1; only TF2, gain and input are used
nod1

GP.I,SI1.1

.I, nodes 2; only TF2, gain, add, subtract, constant and input GP.I,SI1.1
nod2 1 231 I 0,227 I 4,82h 10292 10825 2246 4,6h not on CD-Rom [8]

2 457 0,217 23,38h 9176 30709 1313 7,Oh
3 2209 2,839 26,43h 118339 4478 -h

5 GP.I,SI1.1
Koza 13514 1826 -h probably too less

40574 1671 -h mutation
41649 1738 -h

Table A.l: Settings optimization 1 - simulations with a time-based fitness-function

cat. gen. end-fitn. t-time fitn< 0,23 fitn.evaI. evaI.jh w-time remarks

6 optimization procedures 3; varying the GA-optimization from 0.2 till 1.0
opt 0.2 1 162 0,217 18,91h 11181 29840 1578 7,lh

2 101 0,230 16,53h 17656 17656 1068 16,5h
3 265 0,217 2,24h 6199 56096 25037 0,2h
.I, 2208 0,236 24,85h 518280 518280 20854 24,9h
5 2112 0,217 20,28h 44053 420592 20736 2,lh

0..1, 1 95 0,411 25,47h - 36521 1434 -h
2 102 0,229 16,39h 37640 37919 2313 16,3h
3 113 0,217 2,26h 23806 49031 21727 1,lh
.I, 1210 0,217 24,88h 30721 490065 19697 1,6h

0.6 1 82 0,217 16,34h 52230 52295 3200 16,3h
2 89 0,220 2,27h 49636 53036 23370 2,lh
3 809 0,217 24,91h 36060 481259 19323 1,9h

4 613 0,217 20,22h 160692 386471 19112 8,4h
0.8 1 92 0,223 16,36h 71361 71931 4397 16,2h

2 59 0,329 2,23h - 48382 21677 -h
3 563 0,217 24,92h 98504 455914 18294 5,4h
.I, 443 0,216 20,18h 178404 397763 19711 9,lh

1.0 1 35 0,225 16,44h 32980 33891 2062 16,Oh
2 55 1,052 2,24h - 52953 23646 -h
3 377 0,217 18,635h 26062 401523 21547 1,2h
.I, 492 0,216 24,88h 57247 510444 20515 2,8h

GP.I,SI1.3

Table A.2: Settings optimization 2 - simulations with a time-based fitness-function
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B Fitness-function optimization

In the following tables the results of the simulations performed for the optimization of
the frequency-based fitness-function are listed. Each column contains a specific simulation-
parameter. The first columns are the same as in appendix l·!~, the others are:

- the data or Simulink-models that are used as plant; pl-4th_ord stands for plant-4th_order
and data_l for the data derived experimentally from a 4th-order system. These plants
are included on the CD-Rom [8].;

- total number of used data points;

- the minimal coherence of the plant allowed during the simulation;

- the results of the used fitness-function and settings. If nothing is given, the result of
the simulation was bad.

The columns of the first table differ slightly from the other tables. The used (frequency-based)
fitness-functions corresponding to the simulations are listed as title for every new block of
simulations. In the table BA the simulations performed with the different frequency-based
fitness-functions are listed.

cat. I gen. end-fUn. t-time fitn< 0,02 fitn.evaI. eval.jh coh results

7 F = Jmean((Hm - H p )2 *C m *Cp ) *w GPJ,SI1.2
frql 1 518 0,006 23,lh 7711 30716 1330 -I reasonably good model

2 652 0,022 28,lh 40709 40709 1449
3 1398 0,031 43,88h 49149 84633 1929 BadSimPenalty=1e5

8 F = Jmean((Hm - H p )2 *C;), (C < coh) = BadSimPenalty GPJ,SI1.2
frq2 1 1294 1,631 25,67h 63614 2478 0,8

2 1268 1,881 25,61h 63123 2465 0,8

9 F = Jmean((Hm - H p )2/Hp * C p ) GPJ,SI1.2
frq3 1 991 0,022 21,17h 54651 2581

2 878 0,097 19,38h 50080 2585
3 925 0,097 19,41h 52167 2687

10 as 8, only TF2, gain, input, GA-opt: 0.5, Neider Mead-opt: 0.5, no Cma",
frqJ, 1 145 0,011 17,52h 37196 40556 2315

2 138 0,018 17,52h 34703 37443 2137

GPJ,SI1.2

reasonably good model

11 same as 8, but with random input apart and no Cma'"
frq5 1 323 0,004 18,69h 7852 19155

2 256 0,057 16,89h 14876
1025

881

GPJ,SI1.2
reasonably good model

Table B.3: Fitness-function optimization - simulations using the 2th-order model
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cat. gen. end-fUn. t-tirne fitn.evaI. evaI./h plant pnts coh results

12 F = (HmdB - HpdB)2 * Cp GPJ,SI1.3
frq1 1 668 0,347 24,90h 152926 6141 pL2nd_ord 2000 0,95 good model

2 711 0,417 19,24h 160609 8348 pL2nd_ord 2000 0,95 good model
3 1016 0,325 24,92h 230836 9264 pl...2nd_ord 2000 0,95 good model
J, 213 0,354 5,23h 46867 8965 pL2nd_ord 2000 0,95 good model

13 F = (HmdB - HpdB)2 * (Hmph - Hpph)2 * Cp GPJ,SI1.6
frq8 1 389 0,079 16,75h 90360 5395 pL2nd_ord 2000 0,95 good model

2 597 0,084 16,69h 129337 7752 pl..2nd_ord 2000 0,95 good model
3 322 0,118 16,64h 71991 4326 pl..2nd_ord 2000 0,95 good model
J, 420 0,099 16,84h 97614 5795 pl..2nd_ord 2000 0,95 good model

14 F = «HmdB - HpdB? + (Hmph - Hpph?) * Cp GPJ,SI1.6
frq9 1 473 71,071 21,l1h 110953 5256 pL2nd_ord 2000 0,95 reasonably mdl

2 134 119,761 4,54h 26553 5843 pl..2nd_ord 2000 0,95 good model
3 124 34,945 4,55h 25845 5725 pl..2nd_ord 2000 0,95 good model
4 394 24,080 16,61h 91740 5522 pl..2nd_ord 2000 0,95 good model

15 F = «HmdB - HpdB)2 + (Hmph - Hpph)2) * Cp GPJ,SI1.6
frql0 al 983 29,662 71,77h 236596 3296 pL4th_ord 2000 0,95

a2 1106 17,917 71,75h 241732 3369 pL4th_ord 2000 0,95
bl 974 433,858 71,75h 228819 3189 pL4th_ord 2000 0,95
b2 832 681,808 71,75h 203737 2839 pL4th_ord 2000 0,95

The used 4th-order model was the same as used by D. Bruijnen [4], but it appeared to be to difficult to distinguish

at this-"p_o_in_t_. --------------------------------

16 F = «HmdB - HpdB)2 + (Hmph - Hpph)2) * Cp GPJ,SI1.6
frqll 1 520 0,401 17,50h 119592 6835 4000 0,95

2 635 0,088 17,33h 139331 8042 4000 0,95

11 F = IHpdB2 - HmdB21 *Cp GPJ,SI1.6
frq12 1 96 6,190 2,23h 16293 7307 pL..2nd_ord 4000 0,90 good model

2 644 32,161 24,13h 144749 5999 pL2nd_ord 4000 0,90
3 583 4,298 18,51h 142188 7683 pl..2nd_ord 4000 0,90 good model
J, 596 23,445 18,58h 121822 6558 pl..2nd_ord 4000 0,90

F = ..j(HmdB - HpdB? + (Hmph - Hpph)2 with a bandpass-filter from 0 till 500 Hz
5 I 532 185,803 95,54h 118218 1237 I data_1 (4th) I 10000 - I

Trying to be good around the (anti)resonances, but very bad further-on.

F = «HmdB - HpdB)2 + (Hmph - Hpph)2) * Cp
6 1 107 2565,670 17,74h 23599 1330 I data_1 (4th) 1 10000 0,20 !2nd-order funct.
1 677 2203,930 113,13h 154497 1366 data_1 (4th) 10000 0,20 2nd-order funct.

More simulations were ran in this category (F = I(HpdB2-HmdB2)I*Cp with data_I, with and without a bandpass
filter for example), but the results were too bad to make any sense and therefore opLjrq13 isn't included in this
table. -----------------------------------

18 F = «HmdB - HpdB)2 + ..j(Hmph - Hpph)2/4) * C p

frqlJ, 1 I 400 299,464 90,25h 294392 3262 1 data_l (4th) 115000 0,20
2 286 247,796 119,lOh 207759 1744 data_1 (4th) 30000 0,20
3 332 570,330 119,08h 264704 2223 data_1 (4th) 20000 0,20

The scaling wasn't correct because the phase was taken in radians instead of degrees.

GPJ,SI1.1
good model
pretty good mdl
pretty good mdl

Table B.4-: Fitness-function optimization - simulations with a frequency-based fitness-function
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cat. gen. end-fitn. t-tirne fitn.eval. eval.jh plant pnts coh results

19 F = (J(H7ndB - HpdB)2 + J(Hmph -Hpph)2/4) *Cp; GPJ,SI1.7
frq15 1 977 316,2 115,8h 644015 5559 3000 0,95 good model

2 227 871,8 143,6h 170113 1184 3000 0,95 reasonably mdl
3 377 269,7 142,7h 276563 1938 3000 0,95 good model

From here on as a plant the data of mechfrfmini02motor.mat is used: as coherence-weighing a bandpass-filter is
used: C = (Hz < 340 I (Hz> 6e2 & Hz < 1.35e3) I (Hz> 1.6e3 & Hz < 1.83e3») and instead of coh and pnts
the number of individuals and the used bandwidth is given.

indiv bandw

20
frq16

F = (J(H7ndB - HpdB)2 + J(Hmph - Hpph)2/4) * Cp;
1 279 16609 117,lh 215371 1838
2 276 10999 113,6h 205643 1811
3 329 17597 113,3h 233993 2065

300
300
300

1800
1800
1800

GPJ,SI1.7

21 F= J(HmdB -Hp~B)+lphaseerrorl/8)*C GPJ,SI1.8
frq16 1 90 10519 66,lh 63923 967 500 8200

2 136 15382 72,Oh 104044 1445 800 8200
3 283 33444 167,9h 217490 1295 800 12500 no bp-filter
J, 122 1652 64,9h 96478 1485 500 1800
5 124 4075 64,7h 89772 1388 500 8200
6 295 2213 168,Oh 223996 1333 800 12500

In the simulations of 20 and 21 the maximum depth of the Simulink-models, the number of used nodes, the use
whether or not of a bandpass-filter and so on are varied.

GPJ,SI1.822 F = J(HmdB - Hp~B) + Iphaseerrorl/8) *C
frq18 1 762 1683,3 90,9h 569408 6261

I
500 8200 good model

2 860 1540,7 66,4h 658355 9918 500 8200 only 2nd peak
3 697 1545,9 90,9h 531755 5845 500 12500 only 2nd peak
J, 1029 2284,2 66,5h 797952 11997 500 1800
6 845 1955,4 66,5h 648071 9740 500 8500 only 2nd peak
7 1237 1577,6 118,3h 974413 8235 500 8200 only 2nd peak
8 1217 1401,1 118,3h 916121 7746 500 8200 only 2nd peak
9 615 1657,3 118,4h 474877 4012 500 12500 only 2nd peak
10 799 1504,3 169,lh 589900 3489 500 12500 only 2nd peak
11 609 2081,1 71,2h 465850 6544 500 12500 only 2nd peak,

total mutation of
0,5

Table B.5: Fitness-function optimization - simulations with a frequency-based fitness-function
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In this manual the steps to make and the files involved when using GP4SI for system identi
fication of a system are discussed. Guidelines for the settings of gp. ini are summarized in
the conclusion, the standard settings can be found on the CD-Rom [8] and the possibilities
of the present fitness-function are discussed in subsection C.2. An extensive explanation and
description of the used C++ code, every file and some troubleshooting can be found in Brui
jnen [3, app.C] where he also included a users manual for GP4CD. A lot of the items in this
appendix are taken from that manual but adapted to system identification with GP4SI.

C.l Involved files

First the standard files that come with GP4SI are discussed and next the files that are created
as a result of a simulation with GP4SI. The files can be found on the GP4SI CD-rom [8].

C.l.I Standard GP4S1 files

First of all a readme.doc file is present with a brief explanation of the use of GP4SI and
a description of the settings to be set in gp. ini. Furthermore the standard settings are
presented.

calcstop.dll
A S-function that is used in every Simulink GP-model and terminates the simulation if a
maximum running time is reached. It prevents the simulation from trying on forever to
calculate the fitness of very complex models that may be (close to) singular. Such models
have to be ignored and are given a bad fitness.

protecteddiv.dll
To prevent simulations from interrupting upon a division by zero. This file is used instead
of the division blocks in the Simulink GP-models. The denominator saturates if the absolute
value is smaller than 1e-6 so it will not become o.

gp.ini
The settings used in GP4S1 are determined and can be set in this file. More about these
settings can be found in section 3 and appendix C. The standard settings can be found in
readme .doc [8].

fitness.m
The Simulink-models made by GP4SI are evaluated by this Matlab-function. The fitness of
the models is calculated with the fitness-function (see C.2).

GP4SI.exe
The executable file that starts the GP-run. Before execution, the settings in gp.ini have to be
considered and the fitness-function must be set up correctly. After that the simulation can be
started by running GP4S1 . exe and you just have to wait for a good solution that minimizes
the fitness-function.

C.l.2 Resulting files after a simulation

During a simulation GP4SI creates GP-models that are tested on fitness. Every time a new
best model is found, it will be saved in a 'mdls'-subdirectory created by GP4SI. At the end
the final GP-model and its settings will be saved with a user-defined name in a user-defined
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subdirectory. The resulting files are listed in this subsection.

tempJllodelxxx.mdl
Every Simulink GP-model with the best fitness-value so far will be saved in the 'mdls'
subdirectory as tempJllodelxxx.mdl with xxx the successive numbers. This are all
temporary models, created during the simulation; the final GP-model will be saved with a
user-defined name.

fitness.log
In this file the fitness and fitness evaluation count of each new best GP-model is saved.
With this the fitness progression and the accompanying models when (substantial) fitness
improvements occur can be examined afterwards.

name-loghistory.txt
name-fitness.log
name_.mdl
name-fitness .m
name_plant .mdl

The files listed above will be saved at the end of a simulation with name_ a user-defined name.
The best GP-model, the fitness.log file, the used fitness-function and the used system if
available (see sect. ?? are copied to a user-defined subdirectory. Furthermore the settings
are summarized in loghistory . txt so in a later stage a similar simulation can be performed.

C.2 Guidelines for setting the fitness-function

Based on the available input-output signals and the sort of plant to be identified generally 3
ways to use fitness.m are possible. If one of the available time- or frequency-based fitness
functions is used, only a few settings have to be set.

1. Only some experimental input-output data is available. Dependent on the used input
signal the time-based or frequency-based fitness-function can be used. In most cases off
course this will be a noise-a-like signal to construct an amplitude- and phase-respons of
the system and the frequency-based fitness-function has to be used. The most important
settings are the minimal coherence, coh, that is allowed, the number of blocks, fPl' used
when calculating the FRF-data using tfe, and the number of points used of the whole
data-range. Often it isn't smart to use all data-points in the simulation because the GP
models have to be simulated with as many points and this costs a lot of time. Therefore
the filterparameter fp2 has to be set: one out of fp2 points is used.

2. A Simulink-model is used as a plant and has to be identified (as a test). In this case
both the time-based and the frequency-based fitness-function can be used because every
input-signal can be tested and the responses of the plant can be measured easily. ·When
using the time-domain fitness-function the most important settings are the input-signals
and the number of used points. Using the frequency-based fitness-function, the same
points mentioned in 1 are of importance.

3. An experimental set-up has to be identified and it is relatively simple to measure and
test some input-output signals and behaviour. Dependent on the complexity of the
system the time- or frequency-based fitness-function can be chosen.
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The resulting fitness.m can be found on the CD-Rom [8] and before starting a simu
lation, the choice whether the time-domain or the frequency-domain fitness-function is used
has to be made and the corresponding programlines have to be uncommented.

C.3 Perforllling a silllulation with GP4S1

1. Adjust the fitness-function for the type of simulation you want to run and adjust the
settings involved.

2. Check all settings of gp. ini and adjust them where necessary.

3. Run GP4SI. exe and wait. It may take some time, sometimes rather a day than some
hours, but it will improve equally with your workstation. During the simulation you
can evaluate the temporary results.

4. When a termination criterium is reached (for example manual interruption), the results
can be saved with a user-defined name in a user-defined subdirectory.

5. Finally the saved results can be evaluated and validated.


